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1. Introduction 

i The Proposed Development 

This Pre-Application Consultation report (PAC Report) has been prepared by Liberty One Communications 

in accordance with PAN 3/2010 to explain, in detail, the statutory consultation programme undertaken by 

Agile Energy Recovery (Inverurie) Limited (abbreviated to Agile Energy and referred to as the Applicant) in 

relation to the Thainstone Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) and associated development (together referred 

to as the Proposed Development) within the Kirkwood Commercial Park, Port Elphinstone, Inverurie, AB51 

5NR.  

 

Comments and feedback received from the formal Public Exhibitions, as well as those received through a 

wider community engagement programme have been collated and reported within this PAC Report, which 

accompanies the formal planning application. This PAC Report outlines the information which the local 

community and stakeholders have been consulted on, provides answers to the questions raised, and where 

possible, outlines how local feedback has shaped and informed the Proposed Development in advance of 

the submission of the planning application. 

 

ii Pre-Application Consultation Context 

The Applicant has applied the principles of the consultation process recommended for ‘major’ planning 

applications as set out in The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 

(Scotland) Regulations 2013 and circular 3:2013 - Development Management Procedures. This enables the 

local community and all those with an interest in the proposals a clear opportunity to provide comment 

and feedback on the proposals. 

 

iii Best Practice 

The Applicant is aware of the value of engaging with and seeking to involve local people in development 

proposals, both prior to and following the submission of any planning application and through to the 

construction and operation should the Applicant’s proposals obtain planning permission.  

 

Planning Advice Note (PAN) 3/2010 Community Engagement is an update of PAN 81 which advises that in 

order for the community engagement to be successful, it is important that everyone interested in the 

future development of the community, village, town or city they live in, should understand the planning 

process. Developers are advised to involve residents at the earliest opportunity so that they can feel 

confident that engagement in the process has been meaningful: 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

PAN 3/2010 highlights the: 

 

“Dynamic process of dialogue between individuals or groups based on a genuine exchange of views and, 

normally, with the objective of influencing decisions, policies or programmes of action. The terms 

‘engagement’ and ‘involvement’ are generally interchangeable and are taken to mean the establishment 

of effective relationships with individuals or groups. Participation is everything that enables people to 

influence the decisions and get involved in the actions that affect their lives. In the context of this document 

engagement is, in effect, giving people a genuine opportunity to have a say on a development plan or 

proposal which affects them; listening to what they say and reaching a decision in an open and transparent 

way to ensure they are taking account of all views expressed (page 3, paragraph 1).” 

 

Paragraph 6 of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) also highlights the important role of effective engagement, 

stating: 

 

“Effective engagement with the public can lead to better plans, better decisions and more satisfactory 

outcomes and can help to avoid delays in the planning process. It also improves confidence in the fairness 

of the planning system.” 

 

The Applicant committed to undertaking effective and early consultation methods in this way including 

tailoring its strategies to suit individual communities. Residents’ values and issues of importance vary and 

the consultation programmes on each individual development proposal is designed to reflect that. 

  



   

 

2. Consultation 

i Overview of Public Consultation 

The Proposal of Application Notice (PoAN) was submitted to Aberdeenshire Council (the Council) on 28th October 

2019 and validated by the Council on 29th October 2019. A copy of the PoAN can be found in Appendix i.  

 

In conjunction with the submission of the PoAN, an email was sent to all members of the Garioch Area Committee; 

the MSPs for Aberdeenshire West and Aberdeenshire East; the MP for Gordon; all Regional MSPs for the North 

East; as well as the Community Councils of Inverurie and Kintore and District. A copy of this letter can be found 

in Appendix ii. 

 

Two rounds of formal public consultation were held. A first round of three formal Public Exhibitions took place 

between 3rd December and 5th December 2019, where the proposals were shown, and feedback sought. The 

Applicant received useful feedback (see sections 3 & 4) at and following the first round of formal Public Exhibitions 

and subsequently held discussions with Kintore and District Community Council regarding the proposals. Press 

coverage can be seen in Appendix xi. The timings and venues of the public exhibitions were also intended to 

provide members of the public with the best opportunity at which to attend, view the proposals and importantly 

provide feedback. 

A second round of three formal Public Exhibitions was planned to be held between 31st March and 2nd April 2020. 

However, due to the outbreak of Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19), it was not possible to hold physical events 

where members of the public would be able to attend and view the proposed development. The applicant 

therefore adapted to the evolving situation and undertook an online consultation. This provided a further 

opportunity for the local community and other interested stakeholders to view the proposed development, and 

for the applicant to listen to and take account of public feedback as they refined the design.  

ii Public Consultation 

First Round Consultation 

 

Following the submission of the PoAN, the first round of public exhibitions took place in December 2019: 

 

➢ Kintore Primary School (6.30 – 9pm) – 3rd December 2019 

➢ Port Elphinstone Community House (4pm – 8.30pm) – 4th December 2019 

➢ Acorn Centre, Inverurie (4-8.30pm) – 5th December 2019 

 

In total, 81 people attended the exhibitions over the three days which were staffed by Agile Energy personnel 

and a number of specialist consultants (including planning, environmental assessment, and air quality) (the 

Project Team) who were available to answer questions and provide details on the project throughout. 

 



   

 

On display at the public exhibitions were 10 display banners containing information regarding various aspects of 

the Proposed Development. A copy of the exhibition banners that were on display can be found in Appendix iii.  

 

       
Image of Public Exhibition December 2019 (Accorn Centre, Inverurie)                  Image of Public Exhibition, December 2019 (Accorn Centre, Inverurie) 

 

A feedback form was made available at the events and attendees were encouraged to complete this in order to 

provide detailed feedback. In total, 9 responses were returned. An example of the exhibition feedback form can 

be found in Appendix vi. 

 

Details of the public exhibition were advertised by a Public Notice in the Ellon Times and Inverurie Herald, 

Inverurie Advertiser and P&J (Aberdeenshire edition) on 21st November 2019. The advert and can be found in 

Appendix v. A press release was also issued and can be found in Appendix xi. 

 

As well as the Public Notice, the applicant wrote to 1027 households and 85 businesses (a total of 1,112 

properties) sent via Royal Mail on the 28th October 2019 to inform them of the PoAN Submission and importantly 

inviting them to the Public Exhibition. An example of the letter can be found in Appendix vi. 

 

In addition to the household and business invites highlighted above, information relating to the PoAN submission 

and an invitation to the Public Exhibitions were sent to the following groups/individuals on the 28th October 2019: 

 

➢ Local Councillors for the East Garioch ward 

➢ Local Councillors for the Inverurie and 

District Ward 

➢ Members of the Garioch Area Committee 

➢ Chairman of Aberdeenshire Council's 

Sustainability Committee 

➢ The MSPs for Aberdeenshire West and 

Aberdeenshire East 

➢ The MP for Gordon 

➢ ALL Regional MSPs for the North East 

➢ Inverurie Community Council 

➢ Kintore and District Community Council  

 

Both Kintore and District Community Council and Inverurie Community Council also promoted the Exhibitions on 

their respective social media platforms, see Appendix xii.  

 

Information about the events was also advertised on the Agile Energy project website 

(agileenergy.net/inverurie/), which also contained the uploaded exhibition banners and project news. 



   

 

 
       Image of Public Exhibition, December 2019 (Kintore Primary School) 

 

Second Round Consultation 

 

To allow the Project Team to provide the local community and stakeholders with an update on the proposals, it 

was proposed to hold a second round of public exhibitions in March and April 2020: 

 

➢ Port Elphinstone Community House (5pm - 8pm) – 31st March 2020 

➢ Accorn Centre, Inverurie (5 – 8pm) - 1st April 2020 

➢ Kintore Primary School (6:30 – 8:30pm) – 2nd April 2020 

 

As with the first round of public exhibition’s, the applicant wrote to 1027 households and 85 businesses (a total 

of 1,112 properties) via Royal Mail on Friday 13th March 2020 to invite them to the second round of exhibitions. 

An example of the letter can be found in Appendix x. A press comment was also issued and can be found in 

Appendix xi. 

 

In addition to the household and business invites highlighted above, invites to the second round of Public 

Exhibitions were sent to the following groups/individuals on the 12th March 2020: 

 

➢ Local Councillors for the East Garioch Ward 

➢ Local Councillors for the Inverurie and 

District Ward 

➢ Members of the Garioch Area Committee 

➢ Chairman of Aberdeenshire Council's 

Sustainability Committee 

➢ MSP for Aberdeenshire West  

➢ MSP for Aberdeenshire East 

➢ The MP for Gordon 

➢ All Regional MSPs for the North East 

➢ Inverurie Community Council 

➢ Kintore and District Community Council  

➢ Inverurie Business Association 

➢ Kemnay Community Council  

 

Details of the second round of public exhibitions were advertised by a Public Notice in the Ellon Times and 

Inverurie Herald, and the Inverurie Advertiser on 19th March 2020. The advert and can be found in Appendix v. A 

press release was also issued and can be found in Appendix xi. 

 



   

 

Please note that due to the outbreak of Coronavirus disease (COVID-19), and in in accordance with Government 

advice, it was not possible for The Applicant to hold Public Exhibitions (proposed for 31st March to 2nd April) 

where members of the public would be able to physically attend and view the proposed development. The 

applicant advised all stakeholders in their invite letter to the second round of Public Exhibitions of the following: 

 

Please note that we are carefully monitoring the current situation with regard to Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

and will fully adhere to any guidance or decision taken by the relevant Government authority which may impact 

on the ability of the Public Exhibition to take place. Should we need to cancel the Public Exhibitions we will ensure 

that the exhibition material, including the Public Feedback form, are available to view on our project website - 

https://agileenergy.net/inverurie/. In this eventuality, should you require a printed copy of the material, or wish 

to discuss the content, please do not hesitate to get in touch via the contact details below. Please check our project 

website for any announcement prior to attending the exhibitions. 

 

 
Screenshot of note published on Project website informing of cancellation of Public Exhibitions and outlining online consultation method in its place  

 

Based on the Government advice regarding COVID-19, the Applicant amended the second round of Public 

Consultation to an online consultation rather than holding physical Public Exhibitions. Correspondence was 

therefore issued to the following individuals/group on the 18th March 2020 advising of this: 

 

➢ Local Councillors for the East Garioch Ward 

➢ Local Councillors for the Inverurie and 

District Ward 

➢ Members of the Garioch Area Committee 

➢ MSP for Aberdeenshire West  

➢ MSP for Aberdeenshire East 

➢ The MP for Gordon 

➢ All Regional MSPs for the North East 

➢ Inverurie Community Council 

➢ Kintore and District Community Council  

➢ Inverurie Business Association 

➢ Kemnay Community Council  

 

It was clearly noted in those correspondence (as per the image form the website above) how and by which time 

comments on the proposed development should be made to the applicant, and also where further information 

could be obtained from.  

 

 



   

 

Following the above notification, and due to the ongoing situation regarding COVID-19, it was not possible for the 

Exhibition material to be available to view on the website as was initially proposed. On the 27th March the 

following updated announcement was therefore placed on the website: 

 

 
Screenshot of note published on Project website informing of delay in viewing the Exhibition material.  

 

The Exhibition material was therefore uploaded to the project website on Friday 10th April. This included 

Exhibition Boards, a visual 3D model fly through of the updated proposals, and also a Feedback Form that could 

be printed and posted, or completed online.  

 

The consultation period by which comments were due was also amended to ensure an appropriate period for 

comment was available. Correspondence was therefore issued to the following individuals/group on the 10th April 

2020 advising of this: 

 

➢ Local Councillors for the East Garioch Ward 

➢ Local Councillors for the Inverurie and 

District Ward 

➢ Members of the Garioch Area Committee 

➢ MSP for Aberdeenshire West  

➢ MSP for Aberdeenshire East 

➢ The MP for Gordon 

➢ All Regional MSPs for the North East 

➢ Inverurie Community Council 

➢ Kintore and District Community Council  

➢ Inverurie Business Association 

➢ Kemnay Community Council

 

In addition to the above. The applicant wrote to 1027 households and 85 businesses (a total of 1,112 properties) 

via Royal Mail on Tuesday 14th April to make them aware of the online consultation for the second round of 

exhibitions. An example of the letter can be found in Appendix x. The Applicant also contacted all those Individuals 

who had commented at the first round of public exhibitions (and who provided contact details) as well as those 

individuals who had been in contact with the Applicant regarding the proposals for the Second Round 

Consultation. 

 
 
 
 
 



   

 

 

Image of 3D model that would have been available to view at physical exhibition                                                                                        Image of 3D model that would have been available to view at physical exhibition 

 

The Exhibition material for the second round of Public Consultation had been updated and revised to take into 

account feedback received and to address comments that had arisen during the consultation thus far. A copy of 

the Exhibition Boards can be found in Appendix vii.  

 

 
                  View of the proposed faculty form Second Round consultation 

 

It was also important to the applicant that a meaningful two-way dialogue was provided during the online 
consultation process. The applicant, in addition to the information contained in Section 3 & 4 of this Report, also 
sought to respond directly (email or phone), where possible, to local residents who submitted 
questions/comments during the second-round online consultation period.  
 
Feeback Forms (Appendix viii) and comments received can be found in Section 3 & 4 of this Report. 
 

iii Meetings and Presentations 

Along with the formal public consultation events, the Applicant has been keen to meet with local residents and 

stakeholders to discuss the proposals and answer questions. Members of the project team presented to the 

Kintore Community Council on the 18th February 2018, a copy of the presentation is included in Appendix xii. We 

also welcomed the formal feedback received from Kintore Community Council that can be viewed in Appendix 

xiii. 

 



   

 

iv Additional Engagement 

To ensure that as many interested parties as possible were able to access information regarding the proposals 

and speak to a member of the Project Team, a dedicated website, email address and phone number (office hours 

only - Monday to Friday 9am – 5pm) were established.   

The website - agileenergy.net/inverurie - contains information about Agile Energy along with the Proposed 

Development. The exhibitions materials were uploaded following the first round of public exhibitions, and in 

advance of the second round of online consultation.  

 
 
 



   

 

3. Consultation Findings 

v First Public Exhibitions: 3-5 December 2019 

The first round of public exhibitions held in December 2019 introduced the Proposed Development to the local 

community and provided an opportunity for all stakeholders to feedback on the proposals. Feedback forms were 

available to fill in on the day or return at a late date. 

 

Please note that whilst 81 members of the public attended the first exhibitions, only 9 attendees completed the 

feedback form. 

 

Feedback/Comment 

 

1. Design looks fitting with local landscape as well as requirement for this type of facility ahead of the landfill 

ban. 

2. Excellent informative exhibition. Great idea – I wish you success 

3. The whole project is very desirable and looked forward to. Please advertise the demonstration/ exhibition 

more widely. I look forward to the horticultural aspect of the ‘waste’ heat. 

4. I think the proposed project is a good idea and fits well with governmental strategies towards zero carbon 

energy. The plant must be operated to the highest standards of safety and environmental compliance 

and must ensure that delivery partners meet these high standards e.g. odour control at the plant counts 

for nothing if the delivery lorries smell whilst out on the road. 

5. We agree with the concept in principle, but our concern is the volume and speed of the traffic as it leaves 

the Thainstone roundabout. The entrance to our property is the first road on the left as you leave the 

roundabout which has already led to a few close encounters so a speed limit and traffic management 

would be essential. 

 

6. Our main concerns this evening was whether the new plant would be visible from our property. Also if 

the new plant would release any smells and if the additional traffic would affect us. The answers to our 

questions were reassuring and we came away from the information evening confident that the new plant 

would be an asset to the area. 

 

7. Please keep me informed as it develops as we live within 500m. 

 

8. Good exhibition but I would prefer a handout to take home and study. 

 

9. I attended this meeting to review the proposals by Agile to build an energy from waste plant at the former 

Inverurie Paper Mill site. I fully support the application being made - this represents best available 

technology to deal with this type of waste. I am involved on a voluntary basis with ICES with the aim of 

developing a district heating system in Inverurie, Kintore and wider area, utilising head from EFW plant. 

This will further enhance the efficiency of the plant and provide communities with affordable heat as use 

of natural gas diminishes in years to come. I much enjoyed my discussions with Alf and Graham at the 

event. 

 

  



   

 

vi Second Round of Public Consultation 

Due to the Covid-19 situation, the second round of public consultation was adapted to an online consultation. 

The Exhibition Boards Project Team provided an update on the Proposed Development, whilst importantly 

providing an opportunity for attendees to review the updated information and provide further feedback. 

 

The following comments were received during the online consultation. Importantly, the Applicant also sought to 

respond to the individuals directly (via email or phone) who raised questions and provided feedback. Note that 

Kintore Community Councils feedback can be viewed in full in Appendix xiii. 

 

Feedback/Comment 

 

1. This is not a genuine consultation. This is agile imposing significant burden and short time frame on the 

public, during a period when most activities are shut down. I will review your material over the Easter 

break. I will submit my comments across a range of complex technical and commercial issues during a 

proper discussion phase. 

 

2. I believe the proposal for an Energy Recovery Plant here in Inverurie and elsewhere in the UK is a an 

urgent requirement for future waste disposal and it has been a long time coming as long as Agile Energy 

stick to its promises regarding the environment.  We cannot continue to abuse our planet the way we 

have doing or we will pay the ultimate price, Covid-19 is a prime example of a planet in crisis.  We all  

need to take accountability for our actions and Governments need to wake up.  I hope your proposals 

receive the support you need to carry this project forward. 

 

3. It is mentioned that this type of facility will take three years to construct. Can you please expand on the 

disruption this would cause, in terms of noise pollution will this be a 24 hour operation? As you may be 

aware the railway was recently double tracked and this has caused significant disruption on 24 hour 

works, resulting in being awoken multiple times. 

 

Do you have a contact person to report and issues directly to?  

 

My other two main concerns would be the noise and smell when the site is in operation, this is listed in 

your FAQ and states this will be monitored by SEPA. 

 

Heat extracted from the plant can be used for district heating.  Would living locally mean I receive any of 

this benefit for would this only be for community /council owned in the town? As the homes close by 

would receive all of the disruption with no benefit in this case. 

 

4. You say lorries will get to site via the A96 - can you assure me there will be no additional traffic THROUGH 

the centre of Inverurie? 

 

5. Thank you for making this available during the current situation. 

 



   

 

The Scheme makes much of the distribution of waste heat for local home heating – the installation of a 

suitably insulated delivery pipework system will be a major and disruptive undertaking, what plans 

current exist in respect of this. 

6. So pleased to hear of your progress. Good luck with the next steps. More power to your elbow.  

 

7. Would the construction phase be 24 hours a day, in terms of teams working night shift with the loudest 

tasks being completed during the day? 

 

You may not be aware that the majority of trees behind our property and in the field across from the 

planned site have recently be removed. This would have acted as a sound barrier suppressing the noise. 

Is there any plans to include the replanting around the end of the site. 

 

8. I am very supportive of your plans to produce energy from waste, thereby reducing landfill. I am 

impressed with the plans to turn this into electricity, heat and carbon products. 

 

But, as someone who lives on the other side of the river Don and has to suffer the unpleasant odours 

from the rendering plant at Cottown, I do have fears – despite your assurances – that we could be affected 

by odours and pollution from this proposed plant. I would welcome more reassurances about this.  

 

I also think you should reconsider the name of the energy park, given that its location is Thainstone, which 

is actually within the Kintore & District Community Council boundary, not Inverurie. 

 

9.  How many lorries delivering waste etc and with the already heavy traffic in and around Inverurie, what 

do you see the volume on our already congested roads around Inverurie, being a benefit to us residents? 

Traffic arriving 24 hours a day or will there be set times? 

 

I know you talk about SEPA with regard to smell, but after plant built they will have very input, possibly 

to the large volume of waste you are disposing off. 

 

10. Have the boundaries / limits of the DHN been defined? 

 

11. I was very impressed with the vision and ambition, not to mention the aims, of the proposed energy-

from-waste plant planned for the old Tait’s paper mill site when we attended your first public 

consultation.  My views remain unchanged.  It would be an excellent repurposing of the site, would 

support local employment and make a considerable impact on our waste disposal obligations. It’s location 

would have little impact on surrounding habitations and the possibilities for further Business 

Developments that could make use of the energy and hot water are to be applauded. 

 

Unmitigated support from me! 

12 We understand the municipal waste proposed for the waste plant is going to be transferred from as far 

afield as the highlands, and our main concern is the impact on travel on an already very busy roads 

infrastructure.  There will be significant transporter traffic, what travel impact assessments have been 

undertaken and these should be made available.  We understand the need to meet the governments 

environmental target however by transporting waste by tanker, surely the carbon footprint to transport 

the waste defeats the purpose. 



   

 

We also have concerns about the storage of waste, as all waste cannot be dealt with as it arrives.  There 

will surely be some element of storage as it awaits disposal.  As the plant is so close to a water course, 

we have concerns waste in addition will attract rodent activity.  We would be looking for some further 

information about what is planned.   

 

We could therefore not support a planning application. 

13 Thank you for the further opportunity to comment on the proposed Energy from Waste plant online 

consultation. I write on behalf of ANM Group Ltd, who own and operate extensive land and buildings at 

Thainstone. We previously provided comments in response to the first consultation event, and we would 

request that these stand. Whilst we maintain no objection in principle, we are disappointed at the lack of 

clarification in this second round of consultation to the points previously raised and would note that the 

timescale for comment could have been extended to allow more beneficial engagement, particularly 

under the current circumstances.  

 

Despite the clarification under your ‘FAQ’s’ that ‘the emissions will be below allowable limits’ and ‘less 

than the level of emissions from a busy road’, we remain concerned about the potential perceived impact 

from the proposed development on our users. We would request that this is reinforced through the 

planning process and media outlets. 

 

We will await the submission of the planning application to fully review the supporting information. 

 



   

 

4. Key Issues Arising from the Consultation 

The following section sets out the key issues raised during the pre-application consultation period from both the 

comments received during the public exhibitions, second round of public consultation and those raised in the 

various community meetings and discussions the Applicant and the Project Team have had with stakeholders. 

Where appropriate, a response has been made to address these issues or indeed, highlight where changes have 

been made to the planning application as a direct result of the feedback received. 

 

Issue Comment received  

 

Noise Would the facility be operational 24hrs, and if so, how will the noise be 

monitored? Are there any plans to include replanting at the Port 

Elphinstone end of the site? 

 

Applicant’s Response Noise monitoring has been undertaken to understand background noise 

conditions, and a detailed noise model has been used to predict noise 

levels at nearby residential properties.  

 

Specialist noise monitoring equipment was used to capture baseline noise 

data for a period of 1 week at the following noise sensitive locations.  

 

➢ Ardmurdo Cottages  

➢ Allanshaw 

➢ North Lodge  

➢ Riverside House 

 

Baseline noise data was then fed into a noise model which predicts the 

impact of noise from the proposed development at the noise sensitive 

locations.  

 

The model also considered noise generated by Heavy Goods Vehicles 

(HGVs) entering and leaving the site. As well as being contained in 

insulated panelled buildings, the plant will also be screened by locally 

sourced timber panels. This will blend the plant into the landscape while 

also helping to insulate noise further. 

 

The allowable noise level from the new development has been 

determined with full consideration of the noise levels from the previous 

paper mill development at this site. Acoustic dampening materials will be 

used to encase noisy processes or pieces of equipment to ensure noise 

thresholds are never breached. Although the Energy from Waste (EfW) 

plant will operate 24 hours a day, significant waste storage facilities have 

been included in the designs to minimise or eliminate deliveries through 

the night.  



   

 

Noise is a key consideration within the overall plant design approach. 

Noise suppression hardware will include the following:  

 

➢ The building layout is configured such that the buildings 

themselves act as noise barriers to the surrounding environment. 

Doors are arranged such that access / openings are generally 

toward other buildings to create a screening effect.  

➢ Noise emitters are centrally located within the overall site.  

➢ All heavy equipment is properly enclosed in concrete walls with 

specific noise attenuation and barriers to be applied to individual 

nose emitters.  

➢ Where possible; heavy rotating equipment such as shredders, 

reclaimers, conveyor drives and water processing equipment are 

located beneath ground level in concrete enclosures.  

➢ The turbine generator set is located at ground level on a concrete 

bench to minimise vibration. Specific noise attenuation, 

screening and baffles are then applied.  

➢ All other rotating equipment such as ventilators, pumps and 

drives are also located at ground level to minimise vibration. Each 

of these elements have been considered and will have specific 

noise attenuation on the source.  

➢ All building materials are selected in consideration of noise 

attenuation to meet the required standard. Building materials 

selection will include noise attenuation and dampening 

properties as part of the overall design.  

➢ Doors and access points will be heavy sliding doors as opposed to 

doors of lighter materials to reduce noise to the outside 

environment.  

➢ Appropriate building façade will also be selected to further 

absorb and control noise; further reducing noise promulgation.  

➢ Operational arrangements will take into consideration noise 

regulation and changes in ambient noise. For example, the 

shredders will not operate when the access doors to the waste 

receiving hall are open. There will be restricted delivery times for 

receiving waste which means that shredders will only operate 

during the working day. Containers from waste processing 

building will only be collected when waste processing does not 

operate. In this way, when processing operates, doors are closed.  

➢ Plant operating levels are expected to reduce at night-time and 

on Sundays with no / minimal waste processing; potential 

reduced demand for electricity generation all of which reduce 

overall noise as ambient noise reduces.  

 

 



   

 

➢ Occupational health and safety measures for plant employees 

and visitors is also envisaged. These include protected walkways, 

noise barriers and enclosed spaces. In addition, specific health 

and safety measures will be in place for access to specific aspects 

of the plant such as ear defenders, time limits etc. Annual hearing 

tests for employees should also be considered.  

➢ The office building has been located away from the main sources 

of noise (waste processing, boiler and turbine generator). The 

office building will be properly screened and attenuated for noise.  

➢ Extensive remote monitoring and control will be deployed to 

reduce the need / requirement for people to be in the machine 

rooms and areas where noise is emitted.  

➢ All vehicles within the plant will be electrical – further reducing 

noise effects.  

➢ Workers and employees should have access to electric charging 

for vehicles at a discounted rate and / or Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) 

as a fuel – both of which have lower noise emissions than 

conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, further 

reducing noise on site.  

➢ Extensive, green space and belts for trees and bushes will further 

dampen noise.  

 

The elements of the proposed development to be considered and 

assessed in terms of noise include the following:  

 

➢ Gatehouse 

➢ Waste receiving area and shredding  

➢ Waste processing and fuel pre-treatment  

➢ Specific points in the boiler  

➢ Turbine Generator Hall  

➢ Step-Up Transformer 

➢ District Heating Building 

➢ Silos – reclaimer  

➢ Conveyer belt  

➢ Flue gas fan  

 

Noise attenuation measures would be applied at all times to plant and 

equipment to follow industry best practice and conform to BS5228, SEPA 

Guidelines and planning conditions if applied.  

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

Deliveries How many deliveries will there be? And when will they take Place? 

What lorry type - container lorries for waste delivery -  will be used for 

deliveries? 

Applicant’s Response There will be around thirty deliveries per day mostly in 12m walking floor 

trailers. Peak traffic times will be avoided as much as possible and will be 

identified within the traffic management plan forming part of the 

planning application. 

 

A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will also form part of the planning 

application. The TMP will outline the detail of the works and the 

associated traffic. It will include aspects such as the mitigation for impacts 

associated with the construction and operational phase, and traffic 

management measures to control the traffic on the public road to ensure 

there are no impediments on the public highway or safety issues. The 

TMP will give particular focus to the traffic management requirements at 

Thainstone Roundabout, where construction and fuel delivery vehicles 

will access the site.  

 

Traffic/A96 Will there need to be improvements made to the A96, and in particular 

the Thainstone Roundabout to accommodate deliveries to the facility? 

Can Residents be assured that there will be no additional traffic through 

the centre of Inverurie? 

 

Applicant’s Response The site will be accessed via a dual-carriageway and major Trunk Road, 

namely the A96, at Thainstone Roundabout and will utilise a private road, 

currently used to gain access to other businesses within the industrial 

estate.  

 

Timing of construction and operational traffic will be scheduled to avoid 

peak times with the aim of avoiding congestion and safety issues on the 

A96 around the town of Inverurie. The hours of construction are as 

follows: 

 

➢ Monday to Friday  0700 – 1900 

➢ Saturday   0700 – 1600  

➢ Sunday    No construction work 

 

The hours of operation are as follows:  

 

➢ Monday to Friday  0700 – 1900 

➢ Saturday   0700 – 1600  

➢ Sunday    No construction work 

 

 



   

 

Through the construction phase, the predicted maximum daily deliveries 

are expected to be 80 (i.e. 160 movements) and the highest daily ‘overall’ 

construction traffic (HGV’s, LGV’s and cars) is expected to be 200 vehicles 

(i.e. 400 movements) 

 

Through the operational phase, the predicted maximum daily operational 

deliveries are expected to be 55 (i.e. 110 movements) based on an 

average 22 tonne delivery truck and the highest daily ‘overall’ operational 

traffic (HGV’s, LGV’s and cars) are expected to be 45 vehicles (i.e. 90 

movements). 

 

For the general use of HGV’s, The Applicant does not anticipate a need to 

upgrade the Thainstone roundabout or the A96.  

 

Technology Has this technology been used before, and if so, where? Are there any 

examples of incinerators using the proposed circulating fluidised bed 

(CFB) furnace technology with the proposed feedstock in the UK? 

 

Applicant’s Response Yes. Modern plants are not like the incinerators of old. They burn non-

recyclable waste cleanly and completely and conform to strict European 

Union (EU) standards for emissions, producing heat and electricity. These 

same standards will continue to be adhered to following the United 

Kingdom’s departure from the EU. 

 

Modern Energy from Waste (EfW) plants are commonly used throughout 

northern Europe and other countries and are considered utility plants 

alongside other power stations. For example, Sweden has 32 EfW plants, 

all of them creating heat or power for local communities through district 

heat networks. In Scotland there are currently two operational plants. 

One is in Lerwick, Shetland and has been operating since 1998. The power 

produced from its network heats homes and businesses all over Lerwick. 

In 2013, the 1,200th home was connected to the Lerwick district heat 

network. More information on this successful project can be found at 

www.sheap-ltd.co.uk  

 

In Aberdeen, the EfW plant to service the Aberdeen City Council, 

Aberdeenshire Council and Moray Council areas will be connected to a 

district heat network in East Tullos which will heat homes in the nearby 

Torry area. 

 

The areas of Seaton, Tillydrone, Hazlehead, and Stockethill in Aberdeen 

already have district heat networks and residents' home energy bills have 

reduced by an average of 50% compared to the previous electric heating 

systems. The first of the existing schemes was set up in 2002. This and the 

other schemes set up since then now provide heat to 2,350 flats in 33 

http://www.sheap-ltd.co.uk/


   

 

multi storey blocks and 15 public buildings. Additionally, carbon emissions 

from these buildings have reduced by 45%.  

More information on the existing district heat networks in Aberdeen can 

be found at www.aberdeenheatandpower.co.uk. 

 

Need Why is there a need for the proposed EFW? 

 

Applicant’s Response The Waste (Scotland) Regulations were passed by the Scottish Parliament 

in May 2012, with the express intention of implementing the 

requirements of the Zero Waste Plan. The plan includes a ban on the 

landfilling of food, paper, garden and any other biodegradable waste 

before the 1st January 2021. This ban was recently extended to 2025 to 

allow both the public and private sectors additional time to prepare 

further initiatives and develop infrastructure to achieve this. It has been 

estimated that 1.2 million tonnes of residual waste will have to be 

landfilled, managed or exported outside of Scotland if new projects do 

not come onstream by 2025. In order to make up this shortfall, it will be 

necessary to develop more residual waste facilities within Scotland, 

including the one proposed at the Thainstone Energy Park. 

 

Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan promotes a series of initiatives aimed at 

delivering ambitious targets for the long-term management of Scotland’s 

waste. 

 

The Scottish Government is banning all food, paper, garden and all other  

biodegradable waste from being landfilled by January 2025. This date was 

recently extended from 2021, due to the shortfall in available energy 

recovery facilities to replace landfill capacity. 

 

The purpose of the landfill ban is to take more value from the waste that 

Scotland generates. The ban maximises recycling and encourages the use 

of non-recyclable waste as fuel. This waste is channelled back into the 

economy as a useful, sustainable product instead of going to landfill and  

producing methane. The proposed facility responds directly to the 

pressing need to close landfill. 

 

The project addresses the Scottish Government’s “Scottish Energy 

Strategy” and will contribute significantly to the national “Zero Waste” 

strategy and Aberdeenshire Council’s “Waste Management Strategy”. It 

will do this by recovering energy from discarded materials that cannot be 

recycled and significantly reducing the amount of climate damaging 

emissions being released into the atmosphere. 

 

 

 

http://www.aberdeenheatandpower.co.uk/


   

 

The Applicants proposed multimillion-pound facility, which will use the 

very latest design and engineering, will assist in dealing with the current 

shortfall. Indeed, the plant will largely solve the current lack of waste 

treatment facilities in the north east of Scotland.  

 

Ecology What impact will there be on badgers, deer, foxes, otters, birds, fish and 

swans in the area? 

Applicant’s Response A desk top study covering ecological and ornithological features, was 

carried out during December 2019. This included an analysis of protected 

species records and the habitats present within or adjacent to the site 

boundary and indicated that the following protected species may be 

present on or near the site.  

 

➢ Breeding birds; 

➢ Bats; 

➢ Otter; 

➢ Badger; 

➢ Pine marten; 

➢ Red squirrel; and 

➢ Barn owl. 

 

This was followed up with an on-site ecological survey in February 2020 

which highlighted that there were no protected species within the red-

line boundary.  

 

A potential badger sett habitat was identified 160 m to the west of the 

development boundary, but no signs of badgers were identified. As a 

precautionary measure, a pre-construction survey will be carried out to 

confirm that there is no badger activity or presence in the vicinity of the 

development site.  

 

The site will be completely fenced off from the green areas to the East of 

the site which will eliminate the possibility of wild animals such as deer, 

foxes and badgers straying onto the site.  

 

A riverbank walkover survey was undertaken on the 5th February 2020 to 

identify the presence of otter, water vole, and other protected species on 

the banks of the River Don and the disused canal/lade.  The survey 

extended 200m upstream and downstream of the development boundary 

and covered both sides of the River Don.  

 

The survey identified signs indicating the presence of otters and a number 

of potential otter resting sites/holts.  Further otter survey work will need 

take place under licence, before any project works starts. These surveys 

will determine the status and activity levels of the otter resting and 



   

 

ensure appropriate measures are put in place to mitigate against 

disturbance to the otters. 

 

The scattered mature and semi-mature tree species, and scattered scrub 

within the development area have the potential to support breeding birds 

during the breeding bird season (March to August inclusive). The on-site 

survey found no evidence of protected birds nesting sites within the 

survey area.    

 

If project works are to take place during the breeding bird season, Marsh 

to August inclusive, breeding bird checks will take place prior to site 

preparation and construction works starting. Particular attention will be 

made to the bird nesting burrows to determine the presence or absence 

of breeding kingfisher. 

  

Site preparation and construction works will not disturb the banks or 

channel of the River Don, however water abstraction is proposed from 

disused canal/lade close to its confluence with the river.  The installation 

of water abstraction equipment will require a CAR Regulation 

authorisation and mitigation measures will be carried out to minimise the 

negative impact of these works on the water environment and fish 

species.  

 

Other potential impacts during the site preparation and construction 

phase include silt-laden water run-off, or other polluting matter, entering 

the River Don or the disused canal/lade. Any unmitigated effects of 

preparation and construction on fish species are considered likely to be 

of moderate negative magnitude and therefore not significant. 

 

Waste Streams What type of waste will the facility use? And where will the waste come 

from? How will operation of the plant affect Aberdeenshire Council 

recycling arrangements? 

 

Applicant’s Response The Waste will come from the North East and Highlands. 

 

Waste coming to the plant will be a mix of residual commercial and 

municipal waste. The facility will remove any recyclable material before 

what is left is used as fuel.  

 

The catalyst for the Energy Park will be a power plant that uses waste as 

fuel which would otherwise be sent to landfill. This fuel will be used to 

generate enough low carbon electricity for 50,000 homes.  

 

 

 



   

 

The power plant will be designed for the combustion of up to 200,000 

tonnes of residual, non-hazardous waste. This waste will be collected 

from all over Aberdeenshire and delivered directly to the facility in sealed 

bulk container vehicles.  

 

This is waste that is generated by households and businesses every year 

and cannot be reused or recycled. The power plant will use the very latest, 

proven engineering and technology, designed and delivered by our 

experienced engineering and equipment partners. 

 

The plant will allow The Applicant to significantly contribute to 

sustainable waste handling and recycling. As a result, this will reduce the 

amount of waste dumped into landfill sites, where it produces climate 

damaging methane gas emissions. 

 

Our engineering team has selected the most advanced proven 

technologies that will allow us to deliver world leading energy efficiency 

with significantly less emissions than other similar projects. The power 

plant will be highly efficient at converting the energy in the waste to 

electricity and around 90% efficient when we deliver and use all the heat 

from the plant. 

 

Air Quality Will there be an impact on Air Quality should the facility be built and 

operational, and how will air quality be monitored? 

 

Applicant’s Response An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a key part of many large-

scale planning applications. The EIA process is an information gathering 

exercise carried out by independent experts on behalf of The Applicant 

and other bodies.  

 

The resulting EIA Report will enable Aberdeenshire Council, the Scottish 

Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) and the local community to fully 

understand the impact and environmental effects of the proposed 

development. In response to the extensive consultation exercise, the EIA 

has addressed the following key areas:  

 

➢ Hydrology, Geology & Hydrogeology 

➢ Ecology & Ornithology 

➢ Landscape & Visual 

➢ Noise 

➢ Air Quality 

➢ Traffic & Transport 

➢ Socioeconomics 

➢ Cultural Heritage 

➢ Residual Effects 



   

 

Detailed emissions modelling has been carried out using specialist 

software to determine an appropriate chimney stack height to ensure the 

air quality at ground level is not in any way compromised by any emissions 

which may be released. 

 

 The results of the model indicate that a 70 metre stack height would be 

appropriate for adequate dispersal of pollutants using Best Available 

Technologies (BAT). For comparison, the previous stack used by the paper 

mill had a height of 55 metres.  

 

When operational, the emissions from the outlet of the stack will be 

continuously monitored to ensure air quality is maintained throughout 

the lifetime of the plant and in accordance with environmental 

regulations.  

 

Flooding Will the development impact the proposed flooding plans? And will 

flooding be an issue for the proposed site? What flood mitigation 

measures will be put in place. 

 

Applicant’s Response No, there will be no net impact. The project has carried out a detailed 

flood impact study which will form part of our planning application and 

we are working closely with Kirkwood Commercial Park and SEPA to 

ensure that there will be no adverse impact on the river and flooding 

when that occurs.  

 

Although there is a small area of functional flood plain on the site, the 

development has been arranged such that no part of the development 

stands within the flood plain.  

 

Both a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and a Sustainable Urban Drainage 

System (SUDS) assessment have been carried out for the site as part of 

the Planning Application. The FRA ensures that the layout of the 

development avoids areas of flooding and the SUDS design safeguards 

local watercourses from rapid drainage from the site. Therefore, flooding 

is not expected to be an issue for the proposed development.  

 

The FRA considered all of the following potential sources of flooding: 

 

➢ Coastal flooding: Extreme sea levels and coastal waves have the 

potential to cause rapid inundation of a development, posing a 

threat to the welfare of occupants and potentially preventing 

emergency access to properties and essential infrastructure. 

➢ Fluvial flows: Extreme fluvial flood events have the potential to 

cause rapid inundation of a development, posing a threat to the 



   

 

welfare of occupants and potentially preventing emergency 

access to properties and essential infrastructure. 

➢ Overland flow: Overland flow occurs when the infiltration 

capacity of the ground is exceeded in a storm event.  This could 

result in water travelling as sheet flow overland or excess water 

being conveyed from one location to another via local road 

networks. 

➢ Infrastructure failure: The failure of conveyance infrastructure 

such as culverts or bridges, or the failure of any man-made water 

storage or conveyance infrastructure that could increase the risk 

of flooding at the site. 

➢ Sewer flooding: If the capacity of sewers is exceeded in an 

extreme event, or a blockage occurs, surcharging of the network 

can result in surface flooding.  The local drainage network should 

be considered with a view to assessing flood risk to the site. 

➢ Groundwater: High groundwater levels could exacerbate flooding 

occurring at low points on any given site, potentially contributing 

to flood risk from other sources. 

 

Model results indicate that a narrow strip of land along the eastern 

boundary of the site and the part of the southern corner of the site are 

likely to be at risk of flooding from the River Don in a 1 in 200 year flood 

event. The proposed development layout has been designed to avoid the 

functional floodplain with finished floor levels set more than 600mm 

above the adjacent 1 in 200 year + climate change flood levels. 

 

Flood risk from other sources including surface water flooding, sewer 

flooding and groundwater flooding, have also been assessed, and is 

considered to be low. Residual flood risk to the development should be 

mitigated by setting finished floor levels above surrounding ground level 

and profiling ground levels to route overland flow around and away from 

buildings.  

 

The SUDS assessment evaluated existing sewers and private drainage and 

proposed drainage for foul water and surface water.  

 

The surface water drainage and attenuation systems within the 

development will be designed in order to ensure that all surface water 

volumes generated by the critical 30 year plus climate change, rainfall 

return event, are accommodated within flooding. 

 

As part of the detailed drainage design, sensitivity tests to assess the flood 

risk from the drainage system will be carried out for all rainfall events, up 

to and including the 200 year, rainfall return period, plus climate change.  



   

 

All site levels will be set in order to prevent any surface water from 

entering the buildings or restricting access for any emergency vehicles. 

 

In this instance, the proposed attenuation volume will be provided via the 

provision of the detention pond and the cellular storage tank. 

 

Emissions Concerns were raised about Emissions coming from the Stack? How will 

the emissions be monitored? 

 

Applicant’s Response Emissions in the form of gasses and particulates leaving the flue will be 

monitored by sensors in the flue stack and by a regime of sampling and 

analysis. These emissions will be well below the allowable limits and 

significantly less than emissions form traffic on a busy road for example. 

The emissions will be carefully monitored by SEPA as part of the 

conditions attached to the license to operate issued to the plant. 

Emissions from EfW Plants are more strictly controlled than any other 

type of energy plant. 

 

Rodent Activity  As the plant is so close to a water course, concerns were raised about 

waste attracting rodent activity.  What mitigations are proposed? 

 

Applicant’s Response Waste contains very little food waste that would attract rodents. All food 

waste is collected separately in Aberdeenshire and indeed across 

Scotland generally so does not appear in the residual waste stream except 

as contamination on such things as pizza boxes. IN any event waste as it 

arrives is immediately processed and is then held in sealed silos before 

being delivered to the boiler. There is simply no possibility of rodents 

being attracted to the plant.  

 

Pedestrian Access Will there will be pedestrian access to the Aberdeenshire Canal and 

River Don? 

Applicant’s Response Yes, there will be pedestrian access along the riverbank which will also be 

a developed ecological zone  

 

River Don Will there be any discharges into the river?  

Applicant’s Response Yes, there will be managed water discharge into the river. This will be 

surface water which has first been held, while any solids and any 

accidental oil spills are separated before it is discharged to the river. This 

will be controlled under permit conditions by SEPA. There will also be a 

constant supply of purified water sent to the SuDS pond so that it never 

dries out and the wetland habitat that the project will create is 

maintained all year round.   

 

 



   

 

Visibility of the plant Would the plant be visible from the A96 and surrounding properties, 

and if so, how will it be designed to as not to unduly impact? 

 

Applicant’s Response Although the chimney stack for the new development will be increased 

from the previous paper mill’s height of 55 metres (m) to 70 m for 

ensuring air quality, the building design and its cladding have been 

selected to ensure the building blends into its environment. The plant will 

be visible from the A96 and some surrounding properties but not 

significantly more than the original views to the previous papermill. 

Visualisations have been produced and can be seen on The Applicant’s 

web site (www.agileenergy.net).  

 

Outdoor lighting will be designed to provide a safe working environment 

during times of low light levels whilst also avoiding unnecessary light 

spillage and light pollution. 

 

The cladding materials have been chosen to minimise the visual impact of 

the development while also providing the required noise attenuation and 

fire resistance necessary for the safe operation of the plant. All of the 

buildings will be clad in fire resistant sound absorbing Kingspan (or equally 

insulated panels) with an external timber screening panel providing a 

measure of aesthetic appeal.  

 

Locally grown pressure treated spruce boards will be bolted to a 

galvanised steel ladder rack framework which will provide a 100 

millimetre (mm) spacing between the Kingspan panels and the timber 

cladding. The boards will be 150 mm wide with a gap of 75 mm between 

them to assist with wind loading and equalisation of the pressure on both 

sides of the boards.   

 

The vertical panels will be prefabricated and fitted with the timber 

screens in 12 m lengths x 3 m wide, transported to site and further 

assembled into full vertical lengths for final installation. The screening 

panels will be set back from the engineering cladding by 100 mm and 

fitted with fire stops if building regulations and detailed design requires. 

 

The energy plant will be built on a cleared industrial area or ‘brownfield 

site’ that is currently mainly bare ground with little vegetation or green 

space. The development will be landscaped to include significant new 

areas of native trees, shrubs and grassland (including habitat creation).  

The main buildings on the site will also be designed with solar panel roofs. 

The result is the transformation of a barren area of bare ground, with little 

benefit to wildlife, into a development that incorporates green space and 

habitat that is bird and wildlife friendly. 

 



   

 

The proposed development is situated close to the River Don, the sixth 

longest river in Scotland, and home to important populations of salmon, 

brown trout, sea trout and European eel. The banks of the river also 

provide habitat for protected species including otter, water vole and bats. 

For this reason, the protection of the river is of paramount importance. A 

permanent >10 m wide riparian buffer strip, a wildlife exclusion zone, will 

be fenced-off and protected during the construction phase and 

operational lifetime of the energy plant. This will ensure the protection of 

the river, the riverbank and the wildlife that it supports. To create this 

area, the existing strip of vegetation will be widened and planted with 

additional native tree and shrub species. 

 

Overall the planting of trees and shrubs, and the creation of green space, 

will go beyond compensating for any small loss of wildlife and habitat and 

create real and measurable net biodiversity gain and wildlife 

enhancement.  

 

Live-Stock  Concerns raised about emissions (exhaust flu gasses) and the impact 

they may have on the immediate and surrounding livestock?     

 

Applicant’s Response The proposed facility will be subject to the IED Regulations 2012 which 

are promulgated in the PPC Regulations in Scotland and impose strict 

emissions limits. Indeed, power plants using waste as fuel are the most 

heavily regulated type of plant and have to meet strict emission limits. As 

you will be aware, the operating permit limits will be set and monitored 

by SEPA. Animals in transit are subject to significantly higher emissions of 

several types including oxides of nitrogen and furans and dioxins, both of 

which the proposed facility has been designed to reduce below 

measurable limits and significantly below the requirements of Scottish, 

European, and UK legislation. 

 

Jobs  How many jobs will be the facility have both during construction and 

then once operational? And will local businesses, suppliers and 

contractors have an opportunity to bid for works? 

 

Applicant’s Response The applicant will seek to work with local suppliers and contractors, 

where possible. The project will create around 40 additional permanent 

operational and maintenance jobs, and employ around 300 people at the 

peak of the construction phase. More will follow as the power plant, 

acting as the catalyst, generates new business opportunities. Many more 

existing jobs will be protected by providing outlets for existing business 

supplying the facility with services. 

 

 

 



   

 

District Heating Will the local community be able to benefit from the proposed District 

Heat Network? Have the boundaries / limits of the DHN been defined? 

 

Applicant’s Response Please note that, although the EfW plant has been designed to be fully 

integrated into a District Heating (DH) network, the proposed DH scheme 

does not form part of this current planning application.  

 

Having highlighted this, the proposed DH network will be of huge benefit 

to the local community through the provision of plentiful, cheap, low 

carbon heat.  

 

Waste heat from the combustion process extracted from the plant and 

delivered in the form of hot water through a series of insulated buried 

pipes is a proven concept. The heat from the power plant is planned to be 

used in a community owned DH network which will be operated, 

delivering heat to local homes and businesses. 

 

The power plant will generate steam to drive a turbine and generate 

electricity. The plant will be capable of exporting electricity to local 

businesses and to the national electricity grid. There is also the possibility 

of laying in power cable at the same time as district heating pipes so that 

the energy cooperative can provide charging for electric vehicles at less 

than the cost of grid power. 

 

Whilst the proposed development is not for a DH scheme it will be an 

essential enabler, forming a cornerstone of the DH Network. 

 

Smell Concerns were raised regarding any potential smells that may be 

omitted from the facility.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

Applicant’s Response All waste will be unloaded and treated within the building which is sealed 

and maintained under negative pressure. As a result, when a door opens 

to allow a vehicle to enter or exit, clean air is drawn into the building 

rather than any odour leaving the building. 

 

Once operational, environmental issues will be controlled through the 

site’s Environmental Permit (PPC) which will be regulated by SEPA, with 

all operations from receipt of the waste managed within a sealed building. 

As well as being contained in insulated panelled buildings, the plant is also 

screened by locally sourced timber panels. This is to allow Agile to blend 

the plant better into the landscape, while also helping to suppress noise 

further. The plant is therefore designed to minimise impact on 

neighbouring residents or businesses. Detailed information and 

assessments relating to these important questions can be viewed in 

greater detail in the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report that 



   

 

will accompany the application.  This will be available to view on our 

website as well as Aberdeenshire Council. 

 

Construction  Will there be any disruption to local residents during the construction 

period i.e. noise etc and if so, how will this be mitigated? Will 

construction be 24hrs a day. 

Applicant’s Response Please see Applicants response above for section titled ‘Traffic/A96’ 

 

 

Online Consultation Why were the Second Round of physical Public Exhibitions not held as 

was planned?  

 

Applicant’s Response The Applicant had always intended to hold a second round of physical 

public exhibitions where discussing the proposals directly with residents 

would have been preferable, Agile even commissioned a 3D model that 

would have been on show at the Exhibition as well. But due to 

Government Advice and strict adherence to that, and indeed the safety 

of all involved, the online consultation event had to replace the physical 

exhibition at the three venues as was planned.  

 

It is important to note that the Chief Planner for the Scottish Government 

(SG) wrote to the industry on the 3rd April, to provide an update on 

planning procedures and Covid-19.  

 

He noted that ‘’face-to-face contact must be avoided for now and for a 

temporary period going forward.  We will expect prospective applicants 

to replace this requirement for a physical, face-to-face public event with 

an alternative, online version so that local people can still be engaged and 

have an opportunity to have an influence on proposals that affect them’’.  

 

In addition to the above, New Legislation was also laid before the Scottish 

Parliament on the 14th April, which removed the need for physical 

exhibitions to be held as part of the pre-application consultation process, 

and instead replaced with online consultation.  

 

The Applicant was therefore in compliance of this advice. And importantly 

had already, prior to the second round of online consultation, fulfilled 

their statutory requirement for consultation.  

 

Name of facility As the plant is located in the Kirkwood Commercial Park, and in the 

Kintore and District area, a request was made about changing the name 

to “Thainstone Energy Plant”. 

Applicant’s Response The name has now been changed to Thainstone Energy Plant. 

 

 



   

 

5. Conclusions 

From the outset, The Applicant aimed to consult as widely and comprehensively as possible on the Proposed 

Development, and adapted consultation methods to reflect Government advice at that time. Over the course of 

the statutory public consultation period, which consisted of a first round of three Public Exhibitions, a second 

round of online Consultation, and liaison with the respective Community Council (s) and other stakeholders with 

an interest in the proposed development, it was the Applicant’s intention to ensure that the local community, 

stakeholders and all those with an interested in the proposals had the opportunity to view the plans, understand 

what is proposed and importantly provide feedback to the Project Team. 

 

The Applicant is fully aware that questions have been raised in regard to the development and has worked hard 

throughout the public consultation period to ensure, where possible, that all the appropriate information was 

supplied in an open and factual way. Issues, such as emission, transport/deliveries, and noise etc. that were raised 

during the public consultation period (see section 3 & 4) are also addressed fully through the supporting 

information submitted with the planning application.  

 

During the design of the Proposed Development, the most significant changes and additions to proposals were 

made in relation to: 

 

➢ Changed the name of the project to the ‘Thainstone Energy Park’. 

 

➢ Creation of the riparian zone along the river side and moving the boundary fence to allow unrestricted 

access within this zone for animals and humans.  

 

➢ Creation of the SuDS pond as an area of wetland supplied with fresh water all year round from the plant 

to maintain the habitat. 

 

➢ Creation of a separate entrance and exit from the plant at the south end to enhance road safety within 

the Kirkwood Commercial Park. 

 

➢ Creation of a noise attenuation barrier along the eastern edge of the plant boundary utilising a decorative 

gabion wall which will also screen much of the ecological zone along the river from traffic and human 

activity which minimises disturbance to wildlife as well as further reducing the noise footprint of the 

plant.  

 

➢ Raising the height of the flue stack from 55 meters to 70 meters to ensure that dispersion of emissions 

from the stack are enhanced and fall at all times well below the regulation allowable limits. 

 

➢ Enhancing the screening of the plant with locally grown spruce timber panels and creation of a skyline 

profile for the plant which traces the skyline profile of the Bennachie range backdrop to the west and 

north. 

 

➢ Creation of an exhibition and visitor centre with an outside open deck viewing gallery overlooking the 

ecological zone and the river.  

 



   

 

The exhibition centre will cater for all ages and provide a safe environment to view the process of turning 

residual waste into community energy and show how the plant will enhance the local environment and 

how the project has encouraged wildlife, habitat diversity and how such facilities can not only coexist 

with but encourage a diverse natural environment.  

 

➢ Addition of two hot water storage tanks on the site in preparation for the delivery of heat to the 

Community Energy Cooperative now called the ICE Society (Inverurie Community Energy Society). 

 

➢ Creation of a native species planting schedule to enhance the ecological zone along the river and other 

green spaces within the plant boundary.   

 

The applicant is committed to continuing to engage with the local community and all other stakeholders following 

the submission of the planning application. 


